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WILL WORK FOR TIPS

Servers share the struggles of working at restaurants during a pandemic
By Alison Berg
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

Paige Rollins grew concerned

Monday when she read Salt

Lake County Mayor Jenny Wil-

son issued an order requiring
bars to close and restaurants to
provide takeout food only.

Rollins, a server at Elements

Restaurant in Logan, said man-

agers told staff the restaurant
would close only if Gov. Gary
Herbert issued a statewide order requiring them to do so.
“That

definitely

alleviated

some of my worries,” Rollins
said.

While at work the next day,

Rollins heard the governor’s
order requiring restaurants to

close their dine-in operations
and switch to take-out only, effective the following day.

“My initial reaction was stress

because I had just gotten back

from Spring Break, where I

dipped into my savings ac-

count thinking I would be able
to work and replenish it when I
got back,” she said.

The next day, Rollins had

to move back to her parents’

house in Provo because she no
longer had the resources to live
on her own in Logan.

In the week before Herbert’s

announcement, several Logan

servers said they received a
small fraction of the tips they
normally received and their
hours were cut significantly.

Savannah Fleming, a hostess

at Elements, said she had a se-

ries of shifts in which she was
sent home several hours earlier

than normal, meaning she lost
out on about half the hourly

income she was expecting for
the day.

“I pay all of my own bills, I

have a dog to take care of,” she
said.

Her birthday is also in a week

and she may not be able to celebrate due to her cut income.

“I’ve just sat here and won-

dered how I’m going to make
money,” she said.

While Fleming understands

why the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention asks

people to socially isolate and

stay home, “it’s really hurting
the restaurant industry,” she
said.

“Either people are going to

get sick and spread it every-

where or I won’t be able to pay
my bills in a month or so.”

Sophia Demiris, a manager at

Elements, said the restaurant

has created to-go “meal kits”
for families to try and make up

for the lack of dine-in business.
The kits include four servings
of an entree, side dish and dessert. The meals are precooked

and customers receive instructions on how to prepare the
rest when they pick up.

“It’s like a full restaurant style

meal and you get to do it at

home,” Demiris said. “We’ve

improvised because we really
want to help the community.”

Romo’s Mediterranean Grill is just one of Logan’s restaurants that has been forced to shift to takeout and delivery only, putting servers in a difficult position.

Other Cache Valley servers

have also struggled financially
the last week.

Jake Renn, a server at Takara

Sushi, first thought Salt Lake

ager called and told him he

know I’m not making any mon-

least two weeks after the gov-

nity-loss type thing because I

wouldn’t be able to work for at
ernor’s announcement.

“That was stressful,” he said.

County’s announcement was

“Essentially, two weeks of un-

about his job at Takara being

Similarly, Sam Hendricks, a

“extreme” and didn’t worry

paid leave.”

jeopardized.

server at Sizzler, said she made

ed growing concerned, Renn

normally makes in the week

Last week, when people start-

said business slowed down “a
bit,” but not to a largely noticeable extent.

A few days later, Renn’s man-

me kind of mad because I know

could be at home doing home-

moving along right now, and

work and generating value
that way or I could be at work

making way less money than
I’m supposed to.”
Hendricks

paid

her

way

through school and avoided

before

tables at Sizzler the last three

ment.

announce-

“Throughout the night, I’ll sit

there and be stressed about it. I

“It’s frustrating, and it makes

ey,” she said. “It’s an opportu-

about one-third of the tips she
Herbert’s

PHOTO BY Alek Nelson

taking out loans by waiting
years. But her job as a server
no longer exists for the foresee-

how my life is supposed to be

it’s not because of this thing

that’s completely out of my

hands,” she said. “All we can

do is attempt to social distance
as much as possible.”

—alison.berg123@aggiemail.

usu.edu

@alison__berg

able future.

USU women’s basketball
introduces new head coach
By Jason Walker
SENIOR SPORTS WRITER

After struggling through a full season under its interim

coach, Utah State’s women’s basketball will have a new direction under recently-announced head coach Kayla Ard.

“I am truly blessed, thankful and honored to be the head

women’s basketball coach at Utah State University,” Ard said

in a press release on Monday. “This is a dream come true for
me.”

Ard, who was most recently an assistant coach and recruit-

ing coordinator at Denver University, held similar roles at
Dayton, Clemson, Troy and Pensacola State across a 10-year
coaching career. For the last 11 games of 2019-20 at Den-

ver, Ard was elevated to interim head coach, taking over an

8-11 squad and going 7-4 to finish with an even .500 record
of 15-15. The Pioneers finished third in the Summit League
standings.

In USU’s press release, Athletics Director John Hartwell list-

ed off a long list of attributes the athletics department wanted to see in its next women’s basketball head coach.

“High energy, tireless recruiter, impeccable work ethic,

strong basketball knowledge, committed to player devel-

opment,” Hartwell said. “And a great fit for Utah State and
Cache Valley.”

The epithet “tireless recruiter” could very easily apply to

Ard, who has had numerous great recruiting classes among

her many roles. According to ESPN recruiting rankings, she

has brought in 11 players who were top-50 players at their
positions and recruited four junior college All-Americans. In

2015, while with Dayton, her work led in part to the 19th-

best recruiting class in the nation. And in her first year with
Denver, the Pioneers pulled off the top recruiting class in the
Summit League according to ASGR Basketball.

“Kayla’s passion for the game and her high-energy level are

clearly on display in the student athletes she recruits and
coaches,” Hartwell said. “I am excited for our women’s basketball student-athletes to learn and develop under Kayla’s

leadership. I am also excited for our women’s basketball fan
base to see this exciting brand of basketball. Today is a great
day for the future of Utah State women’s basketball.”

Ard’s hiring follows the tenure of Jerry Finkbeiner, who

coached the Aggies to a 96-124 record in six full seasons.
Finkbeiner underwent a medical leave of absence at the start

of the 2019-20 season, which later became a permanent

retirement. His son Ben, an assistant coach with the team,
served as interim head coach for the duration of USU’s 8-23
season that saw the Aggies finish last in the Mountain West
standings.

— jasonswalker94@gmail.com
@thejwalk67

PHOTO COURTESY Kayla Ard
Kayla Ard was hired by USU after working as Denver’s interim head coach.
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DISAPPOINTED

USU seniors express sadness over canceled commencement
By Taylor Cripe
NEWS STAFF WRITER

Kimmie Stewart was overcome with disappointment when her

phone lit up with a notification from Utah State University: graduation was canceled.

The university announced Wednesday it would cancel its 133rd

commencement ceremony. The announcement came less than a

week after USU moved all classes online and shut down many
university events and facilities.

“I was hoping they would wait to announce until April like they

said they would,” Stewart said.

After classes moved online, University President Noelle Cockett

sent out a letter to students and faculty stating that a decision
about graduation would be made by April 1. Many students were
still hoping that graduation could happen.

“Unfortunately, this is a done deal at this point,” USU Public In-

formation Officer Emilie Wheeler said. “No school in Utah will be
having a graduation ceremony this spring.”

Some were still surprised by the university’s response.

“When the university first decided to go online, I thought com-

mencement would still happen,” senior Ethan Maul said.

Maul is set to graduate in April with a degree in electrical engi-

neering.

“As the week went on, it started to seem less likely, but I was

surprised the decision was made so soon,” he said. “It seemed like
a quick and slightly irrational response.”

Others began preparing themselves for the disappointment.

“As more developments concerning the nation’s status were

Utah State University President Noelle E. Cockett stands surrounded by other Utah State University officials at the 2018 commencement ceremony.

“The big question for us is when we will be able to do it,” Wheel-

er said. “We don’t want to plan something too soon and then have
to cancel.”

For the seniors graduating however, being able to walk is an

received, the postponing of graduation was something I antici-

important milestone.

however long it may take to get the full experience though, and I

student, this would be the first college graduation ceremony my

Jessop is graduating with degrees in psychology and sociology.

Maul said it’s not as big a deal for him, but he was still looking

pated,” senior Tarren Jessop said. “I would be happy to wait for
know many other seniors feel the same way.”

“We will definitely be having some sort of celebration,” Wheeler

said. “We are not going to let our seniors go without something to
commemorate their time here.”

Wheeler said it is still not certain what an end-of-year celebra-

tion would look like. She said it may be different departments

“It means everything to me,” Jessop said. “As a first-generation

family attends. It’s something I have dreamed of my entire life.”

still do and look forward to.”

Wheeler said the university has received quite a bit of feedback

about graduation being canceled and said USU “shares in the sadness and the anger.”

“Most have been understanding,” Wheeler said. “We also want

everyone to know we didn’t do this immediately because we

didn’t want to make rash decisions and wanted to align with other institutions.”

Wheeler also wanted to inform students that caps and gowns

forward to it.

can still be purchased from the campus store. However, no one

ment where I feel I am done with my undergraduate degree,”

year celebrations.

“Not having the ceremony means I don’t have a defining mo-

Maul said. “It’s very anticlimactic.”

will be charged until the university finalizes its plans for end-of-

Stewart, who is graduating with a degree in international stud-

having a ceremony, or there may be some sort of reception for all

ies, said she’s trying to look at this from an optimistic standpoint.

will occur on August 28-29, rather than the original April dates.

with family and close friends,” she said. “This is something I can

seniors. According to a press release from the university, the latter

PHOTO BY Matt Halton

—taylorcripe@gmail.com
@cripe_taylor

“I realized I was most looking forward to the chance to celebrate

Four confirmed COVID-19 cases
in Cache, Box Elder Counties
By Alison Berg
NEWS CONTENT MANAGER

The Bear River Health Department has announced three con-

firmed cases of COVID-19 in Cache County.

All three patients are more than 60 years old, and while the first

two did not need hospitalization, the third is being hospitalized,
according to Bear River Health Department spokeswoman Holly
Budge. Budge also said all three cases were travel-related.

“Please continue to practice social distancing, that’s the way

we’re going to slow the spread,” she added.

This announcement comes a day after the department reported

a confirmed case in Box Elder County.

According to the Utah Department of Health, 53 Utahns have

information line at 1-800-456-7707 if they have concerns.

“The message we need to convey in all of this is if you are sick,

and it doesn’t matter with what, just stay home,” Budge said. “If
you have the flu, stay home. If you have a bad cold, stay home.
Please don’t go out and get others sick.”

Brad Gillman, a media relations manager with Intermountain

Healthcare, also said there is little information on when new tests

will be available. However, due to the growing number of cases
in Utah, hospitals are updating some procedures and guidelines.

According to Budge, the Utah.gov website will be updated each

day by 1 p.m. with any new cases and related information. Rel-

evant news can be found by going to https://coronavirus.utah.
gov/latest/.

tested positive for COVID-19 in nine of the state’s 13 health dis-

tricts. In the meantime, Budge said people experiencing light or

mild symptoms should practice self-isolation. She added there is
really no need to seek emergency medical treatment unless symp-

— alisonberg28@gmail.com
@alison__berg

PHOTO BY Rick Bowmer/Associated Press
Travelers stand in line with luggage before getting to the ticket counter at the
Salt Lake City International Airport Sunday, March 15, 2020, in Salt Lake City. For
most people, the new coronavirus causes only mild or moderate symptoms, such
as fever and cough. For some, especially older adults and people with existing
health problems, it can cause more severe illness, including pneumonia. (AP
Photo/Rick Bowmer)

toms become severe, and people can call the Utah Coronavirus

The Census is Here
Check Your Mail

Fill out your place of residence as
where you live right now.
Complete the census via mail or
online at MY2020CENSUS.GOV.
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STUDENT LIFE

Meet your senator - Nathan Scott

Advocating for mental health as the Arts Senator

@ UntoNuggan
I don’t know who needs to hear this,
but you’re allowed to be disappointed about something being cancelled
or delayed because of the pandemic
You can know intellectually that social
distancing is more important right
now, and still be sad about missing
things
PHOTO COURTESY OF Nathan Scott

Nathan Scott (second from left) serves as the 2019-2020 Caine College of the Arts Senator at Utah State University.
By Darcy Ritchie
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

being, including an entire day

of the students in mind as he

the president’s cabinet, a mem-

tal health. As a member of the

ministration,

sociation and a member of the

of Arts Week dedicated to men-

When Nathan Scott heard

about the arts senator position

his freshman year at Utah State
University, he was immediately interested, and he ended up

running as a write-in candidate
his sophomore year. Though he

wasn’t able to win the election

that year, Scott — now a senior
— currently serves as senator
for the Caine College of the
Arts.

“I did it because I feel like the

students I represent in my college need a representative who

has a strong voice, who is will-

ing to go up to bat for them,

who is their advocate, who is
a good liaison between them

and the administration, who

is able to voice their concerns
and issues regardless of what
they are,” he said.

As the arts senator, Scott’s

focus has been advocating for

and prioritizing student’s mental health.

“The students in my college

are known to have greater

mental health needs than most

other students on campus,”
Scott said. “I am a huge advocate for mental health, and I

know it’s an absolute need for
the students of my college and
the university.”

Scott has organized events

and trainings for students at
CCA focused on student well

fee committee board, he also
supported proposals to hire a
psychologist counselor at the
Student Health and Wellness

Center and to increase the sti-

pend that interns at Counseling
and Psychological Services receive, both of which passed.

“I think the primary priority a

is planning, working with adand

executing

events,” Welch said. “He has
worked very hard to eliminate

stigmas around mental illness

@ GageCarling
When this is all over I am going to
stand in the middle of Main Street
in Logan and just scream for like an
hour

ber of the Student Alumni AsAlpha Tau Omega fraternity’s
USU chapter.

With a list like that, it’s no

by providing events and train-

wonder that Scott’s ambition is

@tmonson23

to utilize.”

life admire him for.

*gestures at everything*

ing for students at the college

In addition to his position on

the student senate, Scott has

a trait that many people in his
Tiernan Thorley is also in Al-

pha Tau Omega and has been

student senator should have is
the students’ well being,” Scott
said. “My goal for this semes-

ter specifically is to represent

the students and advocate for
them as best as possible.”

Scott holds weekly meet-

ings with the USU Arts Council to discuss the needs of the

students, as well as plan and
run events for the college. Ab-

bigayle Welch, the president
impressed by Scott’s ability to

mum effort. Like anyone, he

ideas of the council and put

has had plenty of opportunities

them into action is incredible.
Our ideas were never comhas gone above and beyond to

PHOTO COURTESY OF Nathan Scott

capabilities are being utilized

Welch also admires Scott’s

also been an ambassador for

impressed at the effort Scott

“Nathan is very passionate

events coordinator for the uni-

life.

Caine College of the Arts, the
versity’s Music Therapy Stu-

dent Association, a member of

puts into every aspect of his
“Nathan

truly

challenges

himself in everything that he

turning our organization into
something that other people
want to be a part of.”

Scott’s father, Jeffrey, also ad-

mires his son’s ambition.

like many of us, he has never

sets his mind to do something.

anything less than 100% of his

a.m. to practice for basketball

taken the easy road by putting

make sure that our talents and

back on our feet,” Thorley said.

to be lazy about the things that

are important to him. But un-

promised,” Welch said. “He

He always has the betterment

“He has been instrumental in

pletely and puts in the maxi-

“Nathan’s ability to take the

about the work that he does.

or his fraternity and senate involvement, he commits com-

execute the council’s ideas.

passion for his work as senator.

work hard have helped us get

it be his education, his religion,

of the Arts Council, has been

and amplified.”

does,” Thorley said. “Whether

energy into what he is doing.”

Thorley said Alpha Tau Ome-

ga recruited Scott because they

knew he would be a great leader.

“People

like

Nathan

who

come in and get passionate and

“Nathan is relentless when he

He got up every morning at 5
tryouts his sophomore year. He

would practice every shot un-

til it was second nature. One

morning, not long before tryouts, he made 78 free throws

in a row,” Jeffrey said. “Nathan
see “Nathan Scott“ PAGE 6

A ticking clock of societal pressures
By Kristian Fors
STUDENT LIFE STAFF WRITER

to feel like they’re ‘behind
schedule’ if they haven’t settled

down and gotten married by a
Social

psychologist

table.

ference,

ing a driver’s license — these are

age age of marriage in the en-

Utah culture creates immense

But in the unique microcosm

26 for men. This stands in stark

school, going to college, receiv-

It’s not uncommon for Utahns

certain age. But why?

which we live. Graduating high

Bernice

Neugarten’s social clock theory
can lend one explanation. Her
theory explains how aging within a culture is generally determined by a timetable by which

certain life events are expected

to occur. This timetable is not
a conscious choice but rather

imposed on us by the society in

similar across the United States.
that is Utah, there are more re-

lationship-based milestones that
are judged.

Due to the overwhelming per-

centage of the population with
some tie to The Church of Jesus

Christ of Latter-day Saints, Utah
is a cultural anomaly. This is re-

flected in everything from the
state’s alcohol laws to Utah’s
desolate streets on Sunday af-

ternoons. This unique culture
creates a unique cultural time-

Utah has the youngest aver-

tire nation: 24 for women, and

contrast to my native state —
California — where men typ-

ically get married at 30 years

and

therefore,

it’s

reasonable to suggest that the

pressure towards commitment
and the legal union of marriage
and, for many, the social clock is
ticking.

Another interesting phenome-

old and women at 28. In fact,

non is Latter-day Saint missions.

men and women is on par with

Utah, young members of The

the national average for both
California’s averages. My Cal-

ifornia friends look absolutely

astonished when I tell them that

many of my friends are already
married.

This is not an anomaly. This

is a statistically significant dif-

For those who live outside of
Church of Jesus Christ of Lat-

ter-day Saints often choose to

serve missions to spread word
of their religion, typically two
years for young men and a year
see “Mission“ PAGE 6

GRAPHIC BY Regan Johnson
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2020: The season that never was

USU softball players, coach reflect on their season ending early
right around the corner. [There] was a lot of

By Scott Froehlich
SENIOR SPORTS WRITER

“It was disheartening and heartbreaking.”

Those were the words junior outfielder Steph-

anie Reed used to describe her reaction after
learning the softball season was ending for her

and the rest of Utah State University’s team. On
March 12, one day before a home-and-home
against Utah Valley University, the NCAA announced it would be suspending athletics indef-

initely. Soon after, it was announced all Division
I spring sports were canceled.

The news came as a shock, and just as the

Aggies were heading into the most important
games on the schedule.

“Everyone was set to go, with conference play

“Given what else is going on in this world right

emotion,” Reed said. “We were building on a lot

now, it’s a small price to pay to make sure every-

Head coach Steve Johnson echoed Reed’s

Senior Riley Plogger was especially hit hard

this season.”

words, noting that the team had “just got things
rolling.” The unexpected announcement left him
at a little bit of a loss for words, something he

one is healthy,” he said.

by the news that her record-setting career had
come to a screeching halt.

“Them canceling the whole season right away

athletics and academics. Plogger’s most recent

achievement came on March 6, when she be-

came the all-time runs leader in USU softball

history. However, the veteran outfielder looked

past her personal accolades, instead acknowledging the team’s growth.

“Seeing this team perform this year — this is a

called “uncharted territory.”

just kind of blew me away,” she said.

really good team,” Plogger said.

that deals with a situation like this,” he said.

being put on hold. Then, shortly after, it was

losing the time remaining with seniors, such as

spective.”

was shuttered for good.

“There’s not a chapter in the book of coaching

“[There are] no easy words to put this into per-

Despite the season coming to an abrupt end,

The team was initially informed the season was

revealed the window on the 2019-20 campaign

Plogger.

“You only have a few months left to play, [but

“It hurts, a year of play that you can’t get back,”

suddenly,] you’ve played your last game with

Her career as an Aggie included being named

weren’t going to be able to play together.”

Johnson said the players handled the situation

Plogger said.

tough pill to swallow.

to multiple All-Mountain West teams, both in

“with a lot of maturity,” even though it was a

Reed said one of the biggest heartbreaks was

them,” Reed said. “It’s tough, knowing that we

As big of a letdown as it was, the team is aware

of the severity surrounding the college’s actions.

“Overall, as athletes, we understand that this

situation is bigger than our sport,” Plogger said.

“What’s being done is necessary for the safety

of others. [However,] it doesn’t make it any less

heartbreaking for the time… it is kind of hard to
take that loss away.”

Ultimately, the fate of the season was out of

their hands, but Johnson considered the bigger
picture.

“We talk in life, and in softball, about Con-

trolling the ‘controllables,’” he said. “All we can
control is our attitude and our effort.”

While the players prepare for the next steps,

whether it be looking for jobs or moving back

home, they’re relishing in the last moments they
have with each other. With the newfound freetime, the group went on hikes.

“

“We didn’t want to leave each other and tried
to enjoy each other’s company as much as wec
could,” Reed said.

In the end, the players expressed appreciations

for the time they had, with Plogger saying she
was “blessed” to be part of the team. Reed, whot

will be returning next spring, believes the seasont
would have been competitive and that “we willo
be ready to pick it up next year.”

Utah State University softball played just 24 games — going 13-11 — before its season was canceled, along with all NCAA spring sports, due to concerns over the spread of COVID-19.

PHOTO by Iain Laurence
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— swfroehlich@gmail.com
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Record Breakers: Part 1

t

A

Detailing what went into USU gymnastics’ best season in 20 years

l

By Dalton Renshaw
SPORTS CONTENT MANAGER

b

a

The last time Utah State University gymnas-

tics celebrated a winning season was in 1999.

s

COVID-19 forced the Mountain West to cancel

i

i

This season, concerns over the spread of

winter sport championships prior to the end
of the season. But before the season was shut

s

17 BYU on senior night, ultimately finishing

h

j

down, the Aggies earned a victory against No.

s

the year with a record of 7-6-1.

The 2020 campaign not only brought the

team its first winning season in 21 years, but

w

41 years. Utah State took home three of four

m

t

also a perfect home season for the first time in

t

titles against BYU — two going to junior Au-

s

tumn DeHarde and one split between senior

Brittany Jeppesen and freshman Sofi Sullivan.
A career-high 9.900 earned Jeppesen the title

o

would be the final days of her time at Utah

t

t

on senior night and was a highlight in what

l

State.

o

“I actually have been waiting for that num-

ber for a really long time,” Jeppesen said. “I
kept getting 9.875 throughout my career, just
never really getting that 9.900. So just going

PHOTO by Hailey Larson
Utah State University gymnastics had its best season since 1999 when the team went 17-5. In 2020, the Aggies finished a perfect 4-0 at home and beat every team in the Mountain Rim Gymnastics Conference.

pretty nervous but I felt prepared. So I don’t

coronavirus has put a stop to nearly every

just so excited.”

to take on No. 4 Utah in Salt Lake City on

ent emotion, however. Uncertainty and confu-

After that, the strong possibility of heading to

up there on senior night, I was really actually

Decisions were made quickly. By Thursday

know when I hit that, when I stuck it, I was

sport in the world. Utah State was scheduled

afternoon, spring sports and winter champi-

The following days were filled with a differ-

March 13, the last meet of the regular season.

evening, they were officially canceled by the

sion stemming from the rapid spread of the

NCAA Regionals.

onships were postponed indefinitely. By the
Mountain West and the NCAA. According to
third-year head coach Amy Smith, the uncer-

tainty of whether or not the team would be
heading to face the University of Utah that following Friday was left until the last minute.

“It was very hectic. It was very chaotic. And

things were really changing by the minute,

see “Gymnastics“ PAGE 5
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“Gymnastics” FROM PAGE 4
literally,” she said. “We were on a call in the

morning and the meat was ago. And then I
think by two o’clock that day, everything had
been shut down.”

Not a lot was known about the coronavi-

rus at that point, especially in the United
States where the spread was still somewhat
unknown. As the athletes were still learning

about the virus, still digesting information on

what precautions should be taken, they were
t
informed that they could no longer compete.
Needless to say, it was hard for them to grasp
l
that they had performed for the last time that
d
season. For a few, the last time in their careers.
“I don’t think any single one of us would

have expected our season to end here. It just
a
seemed so unrealistic,” Jeppesen said. “We

s

would have never imagined that it’s just com-

pletely done. You know, especially being a ses
nior, Ellie and I were just so shocked because

it’s like the end of our career like we’ll never
t
do gymnastics again.”
h
Jeppesen said that while they were frustrate
ed with the decision, “There’s people like our

university that make decisions, and so we ree
ally just put our trust in that.” She believed
.
it was the right move to make. In times of a
s
pandemic, it’s essential to focus on what’s
.
most important — everyone’s safety should be
y
first priority. Still, the team kept working until
s
they were forced to stop. According to Smith,
o
up until the team’s last practice on March 12,

the group was training harder than it had all
f
season and was starting to recognize their por
tential.

hardest things too… seeing it in their eyes,

that little little glimmer in your eyes, and like,

‘yeah, we can do this.’ It was just, that was
hard to walk away from.”

By season’s end, the group was No. 29 in the

nation and No. 19 in beam, with Sullivan and
DeHarde leading the way. Nicknamed “Beam
Queens,” the pair capped the year joint No. 22

in the nation in beam, a huge accomplishment
for Sullivan.

“You know, that’s huge for us, 19th, ending

there on beam. It was really exciting,” she
said. “I think that we just trained really hard

on beam throughout the season and preseason
and everything and it really paid off.”

Earlier this season, Sullivan — as a freshman

— set the school record with a score of 9.975

on beam in the program’s first win of the 2020
campaign against Air Force.

DeHarde already holds the school’s all-time

record for beam titles at 12, which she set
against BYU. However, one record does not
suffice, according to DeHarde.

“I want to break more records,” she said. “I’ve

been working for 10, I want the 10 so bad.
I’ve been so close for how many years? So I’m
really hoping to do that senior year.”

With winter championships and spring sports

being canceled by the NCAA, the idea that this

season could be lost in the memories of people

years down the road isn’t unthinkable. Sure,
most will probably remember how the coronavirus pandemic caused nearly every sports or-

ganization to take unprecedented action and
postpone seasons. But hopefully what won’t
be lost are the results that transpired when
games were still safe enough to be played.

“I just really think they finally really looked
at it and believed, ‘oh my gosh, we really could
n
win the conference championship,’” she said.

,
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— sports@usustatesman.com
@dren_sports

“We’ve beat everybody in this conference. We

could do this. And I think that was one of the
k

y

“Nathan Scott” FROM PAGE 3
has done the same thing in pursuing his musi-

ecal talents.”
Jeffrey has seen his son continue to push him-

nself in college, especially as the arts senator.
e “Each year of college Nathan has done more

oto challenge himself and be more involved. Afnter doing well as a write-in candidate a couple

“Mission” FROM PAGE 3
and a half for young women. It seems this clock

creates a deep desire for many people to undergo
similar experiences.

I myself left for a mission only to come back ear-

lier after realizing that it wasn’t in my interest to
do so, but it was a socilogical urge.

There are likely many more elements of Utah’s

lof years ago for arts Senator, Nathan got going
much earlier on the next year’s campaign and

culture that create such a timetable, but it is hard

ator. It hasn’t just been a title,” Jeffrey said. “He

When people conform to their social clock, it can

was elected and continues to serve as arts Sen-

to explore this issue empirically. At best, we are
left to speculation and qualitative analysis.

really listens to the students in the college and

often lead to social validation and personal ac-

Scott ventured out of his comfort zone many

or failing to meet the expectations of the social

does all in his power to address their concerns.”

times this year, performing in both Mr. USU and
Aggie Voice.

s

complishment. On the other hand, nonconformity
clock can lead to anxiety and stress.

It is important to acknowledge the existence of

“I’ve never really put myself out there before in

the social clock so an individual can either free

said. “One of my goals this year was to take risks

ly work to align themselves with the clock, as to

front of so many people, but it was great,” Scott
because I want to be ambitious. I want to chal-

lenge myself, so I figured those events would be

themselves from it, or so that they can consciousminimize anxiety.

It is hard to say how strong the impulses created

big risks for me. I wanted to expose myself as

by the social clock are, just as it is hard to say pos-

With a rigorous major and a hefty list of respon-

clock. Nonetheless, acknowledging the existence

an artist and musician and a talent on campus.”

sibilities, life can get stressful for Scott. When he

is overwhelmed, he makes sure his email inbox

is empty and then turns to music.

itively which impulses are the result of the social
of such a tendency in human nature can prove to
be a valuable exercise in self-reflection.

In life, it is up to us to determine what we truly

“I obviously love music, so whenever I’m

want. If we are ignorant to the sociological mech-

just sit down and jam on my guitar before I start

interpret the expectations of others as our own

stressed, music is therapeutic,” Scott said. “I

homework or before I go back to responding to

students’ concerns.”

Nathan Scott has always loved music, but he

wasn’t always sure what he wanted to do with

that passion. He began college as a vocal perfor-

mance major, but he decided to make the switch

to the music therapy program, a decision he de-

scribed as a “no-brainer”.

“I love performing. If I could do it for the rest

of my life, I would, but I’m wanting to do some-

thing a little bit more practical and something

that gives back to people,” Scott said. ”I really

loved the idea of being some type of counselor

or therapist working in the psychological field.”

Outside of academics, Scott enjoys watching

nmovies and playing basketball and tennis. He

also enjoys playing pickleball with his dad and

brother, with whom Scott swept the Education
Week pickleball tournament last year.

5

—darcy.ritchie@aggiemail.usu.edu
@darcyrrose

anisms that underlie our everyday lives, we might

desires. You may perceive yourself as an independent person, but until you acknowledge the exis-

tence of the social clock, it will continue to tick,

with every passing moment becoming louder and
louder.

—kfors@gmail.com
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PHOTO COURTESY AP Photo/Julio Cortez
Spring break revelers party together Tuesday, March 17, 2020, in Pompano Beach, Fla. As a response to the coronavirus pandemic, Florida Gov. Ron DeSantis ordered all bars be shut down for 30 days beginning at 5 p.m. and many Florida beaches are turning away spring break crowds
urging them to engage in social distancing.

Coronavirus: We can’t afford to not care
By Daedan Olander
OPINION CONTENT MANAGER

Editor’s note: This column was

condensed for the print edition.
To read the full article, go to the
Utah Statesman’s website.

A catching attitude of stark

indifference toward COVID-19
seems to be sweeping across
the nation as quickly as the pan-

demic’s spread. We witnessed as
people in positions of power and
influence propagated this narrative, and we’ve also seen several

of them backpedal and publicly
apologize for their lackadaisical
words and actions.

COVID-19 is scary. Leading

health officials remain pessi-

outlets has been to quell terror

of the disease, and the direc-

practices. Like many other issues

mistic about slowing the spread
tor-general of the World Health
Organization officially labeled
the novel coronavirus a “pan-

demic” during a media briefing
on March 11.

“Pandemic is not a word to use

lightly or carelessly,” Tedros Ad-

hanom Ghebreyesus said. “It is a
word that, if misused, can cause

speculated that Gobert infect-

of today, however, there seems

we need to not panic. The for-

ell and a child who received

to be a trend toward polariza-

tion, and the opposite side of the
spectrum isn’t discussed enough.
Apathy and a disregard for

science have spread just as fast
as fear, especially among young
people.

If nothing else, the more than

300,000 confirmed cases and

leading to unnecessary suffering

the alarming degree of conta-

and death.”

For many, these reports stir up

justified feelings of fear and anx-

iety, and a major focus of news

Although unconfirmed, it is

overcome our lack of care re-

unreasonable fear, or unjustified
acceptance that the fight is over,

As a world society, we need to

and promote smart prevention

16,000 deaths worldwide, and

giousness of the disease, should

be enough to make the most
brash among us abandon our
cavalier attitudes.

garding COVID-19 as much as
mer attitude is primarily built

on false scientific principles, a
pervasive mistrust in our gov-

ernment and media and a lack
of knowledge about the situa-

ed teammate Donovan Mitchan autograph from him, both
of whom tested positive for the

virus. He may have unwittingly
infected others as well.

However, as ill-advised as Gob-

tion. Perhaps the most promi-

ert’s actions were, he wasn’t

Jazz player Rudy Gobert’s ac-

disease’s capabilities. President

nent example of this was Utah
tions leading up to his diagnosis.
The NBA center was noted for

his careless attitude in the lock-

er room. He was also criticized
for brazenly touching reporters’
recorders following a media session.

alone in underestimating the
Donald Trump tweeted a mes-

sage comparing the virus to the
flu — despite initial estimates
of the disease being nearly 10
times more deadly than the

seasonal flu — and he even dis-

mantled a pandemic response

A

D
U
F
h
s
team of sorts in 2018. Politiciz-P
ing scientific issues is usually a2
fallacy, but Trump’s actions and
words regarding the U.S.’s han-D
O
dling of the disease cannot beF
overlooked, especially as manyV
T
Americans look toward him andC
his administration for informaD
tion and hope.
H
Just because the coronaviruss
H
may not mean a death sentencep
for you, that doesn’t mean yourO
C
lack of care won’t pronounce a
very different sentence on some-B
one else.

M
P
B
Daedan Olander is a sophomores
at USU studying journalism andl
C
accounting.
y
i
(

Legality and human welfare of abortion
By Taelor Candiloro
OPINION EDITOR

Abortion has been a central

subject of political debate since
Roe v. Wade in 1973. It’s a sub-

ject some politicians are keen

to speak out on while others
shy away from. But the polar-

izing nature of abortion politics
is largely due to the legal bear-

ing of the discussion — what
should be or shouldn’t be legal.
Introducing legality into abor-

tion practice, however, has only
served to harm women and belit-

tle our collective understanding
of the problems underlying the
abortion debate.

Hopefully, we may all remem-

ber pregnant Marshae Jones of

Alabama. After being shot in the
stomach in December of 2018,

authorities arrested Jones and
indicted her on the charge that

she was responsible for starting
the conflict that resulted in the

loss of her five-month-old fetus.

In Georgia, a similar bill was

for which Caitlin Flanagan of

ture: a world where abortion is

criminalizing abortion in a way

an astounding 50 to 66%.” She

of public discourse reflects this

Alabama District Attorney Lyn-

passed on June 28 of last year,

manslaughter charge brought

that Vox’s Anna North and Cath-

neice Washington dismissed the

against Jones, but, as NPR’s
Bobby Allyn noted, “Alabama’s

law defines ‘person’ to include

fetuses and embryos, ‘regardless

of viability,’ in cases of assault or
criminal homicide,” meaning the
same charges could possibly be
brought against plenty of Alabama women under similar circumstances.

The linguistics of the law have

a heavy bearing on how the

actions of individual citizens
are addressed by the state, and

these effects too often come to
rest on the shoulders of those

erine Kim said “doesn’t explicitly exempt women who perform

their own abortions with drugs,
leading to speculation about
whether they would also be sub-

ject to criminal charges.” Some
have suggested that the ambi-

charged for conspiracy to mur-

der if caught helping a friend or
family member seek an abortion
out of state.

Aside from permanently alter-

the rhetoric of “heartbeat” bills

the health of millions of women
across the United States.

binary.

Abortion, if policed solely on

the basis that we cannot harm

party,

appear

seek an abortion from a third
unlicensed

individual,

who often helped induce using
dangerous household chemicals.

There are a plethora of rea-

is not, nor will it ever be, my

even suggests a woman could be

either legal or it isn’t, and much

common it was for women to

circumstances as Jones. The law

infrastructure that internalizes
tion, “heartbeat” bills threaten

’60s that physicians realized how

sons why someone might seek

to other women suffering similar

ing the lives of women across the

racial and gender discrimina-

outlined that it wasn’t until the

guity of Georgia’s ban could lead

absent from the skeleton of le-

gality. In addition to reinforcing

The Atlantic noted “averaged

out abortion services, and it
place to decide at which of them
to draw a line in the sand. It is

my responsibility, though, to be

informed on how abortion laws

are not limited to their reach into
the uterus.

Public health is contingent on

another human life form, can

abortions in the ’40s, ’50s, andD
’60s were making a choice based

were truly as simple as saying

natives. When abortion is illegal

oversimplified.

If

it

a 6-week-old fetus deserves the

same rights as any other ful-

ly grown (and birthed) child, I
would ask all those who oppose

the medical practice to openly
oppose the way countries wage

war — an industry sometimes
responsible for thousands of chil-

dren’s deaths per year. Because
that’s really what we’re talking
about. Sovereignty.

When we speak about abor-

country with a prison sentence,

structural realities: laws that in-

tion, sovereignty underlies our

usually leaves room for some-

we can receive and how we are

about the sovereignty of the fe-

thing like the horrors of Lysol

induced abortions in the mid
20th century, the mortality rate

form both what kind of services
able to seek those services. For
so long, the law has focused on
painting a black and white pic-

R
citizen should be able to exercise
m
over their own health, and theird
rights to tools that are necessaryo
t
before pregnancy.
Women who sought out LysolM

on the absence of realistic alter-

in a society that provides no al-

ternatives – no comprehensive

contraceptive education, no fam-

ily planning facilities – women

are forced to make a decision

they often never want to be

faced with. In some cases, the

unfortunate truth is that legaliz-

ing abortion fills the voids left by

a lack of health care education
and access.

Taelor Candiloro is an under-

discourse. We are concerned

graduate transfer to the Anthro-

tus, of the pregnant woman, of

ing her study on American ways

the family unit, etc. But we too

often ignore the sovereignty any

pology department at USU focusof constructing meaning.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

DONATE YOUR CAR TO
UNITED BREAST CANCER
FOUNDATION! Your donation
helps education, prevention &
support programs. FAST FREE
-PICKUP - 24 HR RESPONSE
a- TAX DEDUCTION 1-855-5072691
d
-DONATE YOUR CAR, TRUCK
OR BOAT TO HERITAGE
eFOR THE BLIND. Free 3 Day
yVacation, Tax Deductible, Free
Towing, All Paperwork Taken
dCare Of. CALL 1-855-408-2196
Donate your car, truck or van.
Help veterans find jobs or
sstart a business. Call Patriotic
Hearts Foundation. Fast, FREE
epick-up. Max tax-deduction.
rOperators are standing by!
Call 1-866-983-3647
a
-Building Materials

METAL ROOF/WALL
Panels, Pre-engineered Metal
Buildings. Mill prices for
esheeting coil are at a 4 year
dlow. You get the savings. 17
Colors prime material, cut to
your exact length. CO Building Systems 1-800-COBLDGS
(ucan) 4of5
Health & Nutrition

Portable Oxygen Concentrator
May Be Covered by Medicare!
Reclaim independence and
mobility with the compact
ydesign and long-lasting battery
sof Inogen One. Free information kit! Call 877-691-4639
e
Miscellaneous

-DISH Network. $59.99 for
e

190 Channels! Blazing Fast
Internet, $19.99/mo. (where
available.) Switch & Get a
FREE $100 Visa Gift Card.
FREE Voice Remote. FREE HD
DVR. FREE Streaming on ALL
Devices. Call today! 1-866360-6959
INVENTORS - FREE INFORMATION PACKAGE Have
your product idea developed
affordably by the Research &
Development pros and presented to manufacturers. Call
1-877-649-5574 for a Free
Idea Starter Guide. Submit
your idea for a free consultation.
DIRECTV - Switch and Save!
$39.99/month. Select All-Included Package. 155 Channels.
1000s of Shows/Movies On
Demand. FREE Genie HD DVR
Upgrade. Premium movie
channels, FREE for 3 mos! Call
1-833-599-6474
HughesNet Satellite Internet
- 25mbps starting at $49.99/
mo! Get More Data FREE
Off-Peak Data. FAST download
speeds. WiFi built in! FREE
Standard Installation for lease
customers! Limited Time, Call
1-844-294-9882
Earthlink High Speed Internet.
As Low As $14.95/month (for
the first 3 months.) Reliable
High Speed Fiber Optic Technology. Stream Videos, Music
and More! Call Earthlink
Today 1-844-240-1769

Contract. No Commitment.
CALL 1-844-435-3985

video@usustatesman.com
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Personals

HAVE A STORY TIP OR IDEA?

Meet singles right now! No
paid operators, just real people like you. Browse greetings,
exchange messages and connect live. Try it free. Call now:
844-400-8738

CONTACT OUR NEWSROOM:

435-797-1775 OR EMAIL:
EDITOR@USUSTATESMAN.COM

Want To Buy
FREON WANTED: WE
pay CA$H for cylinders and
cans. R12 R500 R11 R113
R114.
Convenient. Certified Professionals. Call 312-500-8625 or
visit RefrigerantFinders.com
(ucan)3of4
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Automotive
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Yard & Landscaping
Eliminate gutter cleaning forever! LeafFilter, the most advanced debris-blocking gutter
protection. Schedule a FREE
LeafFilter estimate today. 15%
off Entire Purchase. 10% Senior & Military Discounts. Call
1-844-909-2398

@UtahStatesman

DIRECTV NOW. No Satellite Needed. $40/month. 65
Channels. Stream Breaking
News, Live Events, Sports &
On Demand Titles. No Annual

Dental Insurance

,

e

Get the dental care you deserve with dental insurance
from Physicians Mutual Insurance Company. It can help
cover the services you’re most likely to use —

e

t

e

Cleanings

n

X-rays

Fillings

Crowns

Dentures

n

Preventive care starts right away

o

Go to any dentist you want – but save more
with one in our network

Helps cover over 350 services

s

o

d

t

f

o

r

No deductible, no annual maximum

Call now to get this FREE
Information Kit!

1-888-919-4729
dental50plus.com/utah
Product not available in all states. Includes the Participating Providers and Preventive
Benefits Rider. Acceptance guaranteed for one insurance policy/certificate of this type.
Contact us for complete details about this insurance solicitation. This specific offer is not
available in CO, NY; call 1-888-799-4433 or respond for similar offer. Certificate C250A
(ID: C250E; PA: C250Q); Insurance Policy P150 (GA: P150GA; NY: P150NY; OK: P150OK;
TN: P150TN). Rider kinds B438/B439.
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Nominate any Aggie —
from students and alumni
to faculty and staff —
who has made an impact
in your life!

